Industries have to produce high quality products with low cost because of the competitive environment and customer demand. To cope with the increasing demand of customized products at low cost, the concept of cellular manufacturing systems (CMS) has been introduced under the umbrella of lean manufacturing. Industries are facing three major problems in CMS; selection of product families, cell formation and products scheduling. This paper deals with the products scheduling problem in CMS. As it is a non-deterministic polynomial-time (NP) hard problem, a hybrid particle swarm optimization algorithm with Nawaz, Enscore, Ham-NEH (NEPSO) embedded with local search is proposed to find optimized sequence results for two conflicting performance measures (work in process and machine cell utilization). Here, particle swarm optimization (PSO) is integrated with an NEH algorithm to quickly achieve better optimal sequence. For this purpose, the solution obtained from the NEH algorithm is used as a seed for PSO optimization. A mathematical model is presented for conflicting performance measures; minimization of work in process (WIP) and maximization of average machine cell utilization. A case study of automotive manufacturing cells was conducted. Results of the NEPSO were compared with the existing method, standard PSO, genetic algorithm (GA), and NEH algorithm, showing that the NEPSO performed better in term of problem optimization of the cellular layouts.
Introduction
Scheduling is allocation of resources over a time to accomplish a set of tasks [1, 2] . In a manufacturing system, it portrays the determination of sequences in which jobs should process over the production cycle, including indication of jobs' start and finish times [3] . Its importance has been amplified in recent decades, owing to the increasing trend in diversity of demand and variety in
Performance Analysis
We assume that readers know the modeling tool of discrete event simulation: That is, part and machine process start time, finish time and waiting time.
We want to study the performance of the system and to work out a predictive grasp. The first assumption underlying is that operating times are deterministic.
In addition, we assume that:
• No pre-emption is allowed and setup times are sequence independent. • Breakdown and re-work is neglected and all parts are available. • Buffer size is not considered.
For better comprehension of the following section, we introduce an illustrative hypothetical flow line cell (z) shown in Figure 1 . Three part types (P1 (hexagon), P2 (rhombus) and P3 (triangle)) are to be produced on four different machines M(1)-M(4) with an assigned sequence (P1-P2-P3), having processing times T(x), where x is unit in minutes. In this flow line cell, missing operations of parts are represented in the figure; for example, P3 has no operation on M(1) while only P3 and P2 are processed on M(1) and M(4) respectively. All three parts have to move on the line until the end while been processed. In this certain schedule M(1) becomes the bottleneck machine, having a maximum workload of 4 + 3 = 7 min. This is termed as the cycle time (T c ) for the current scenario. Furthermore, after completion of parts for the first cycle, all three parts will be processed completely after a cycle time of 7 min. We assume that readers know the modeling tool of discrete event simulation: That is, part and machine process start time, finish time and waiting time.
• No pre-emption is allowed and setup times are sequence independent.
• Breakdown and re-work is neglected and all parts are available.
• Buffer size is not considered.
For better comprehension of the following section, we introduce an illustrative hypothetical flow line cell (z) shown in Figure 1 . Three part types (P1 (hexagon), P2 (rhombus) and P3 (triangle)) are to be produced on four different machines M(1)-M(4) with an assigned sequence (P1-P2-P3), having processing times T(x), where x is unit in minutes. In this flow line cell, missing operations of parts are represented in the figure; for example, P3 has no operation on M(1) while only P3 and P2 are processed on M(1) and M(4) respectively. All three parts have to move on the line until the end while been processed. In this certain schedule M(1) becomes the bottleneck machine, having a maximum workload of 4 + 3 = 7 minutes. This is termed as the cycle time (Tc) for the current scenario. Furthermore, after completion of parts for the first cycle, all three parts will be processed completely after a cycle time of 7 minutes. Only enough WIP is to be used to ensure that each machine finds a part at its input when a current job finishes on it. Therefore, the bottleneck machine will work at 100% capacity and will not wait for parts. Under the calculated cycle time we minimize WIP, allowing maximum utilization of machine and work at maximum throughput rate. We assume that a sequence of jobs have TTi as a total duration or throughput time (from start to end of point). If TTi is superior to Tc, the operating sequence time is longer than cycle time and must be cut into several cycles. This is achieved by introduction of several parts of this sequence: WIP. It is noteworthy to mention that this number has to be at least equal to an integer superior or equal to TTi by Tc (see [34] ). The waiting time of a part due to resource conflict makes the operating sequence longer which proportionally increases WIP.
For instance, to illustrate WIP calculation for P3 from Figure 1 , following the sequence mentioned, P(3) has a total processing time of T3 = 6 + 5 = 11 minutes, while its waiting time is '0', hence, TT3 = 6 + 5 + 0 = 11 minutes with the cycle time of 7 minutes. For this, we need an integer which is ≥ 11/7 (= 1.57) = 2 parts. Furthermore, for accumulative WIP, summation of WIP for all parts is carried out (See eq (1) and objective function in Section 4.1). It should also be noted that in the elaborated example, setup and transport times are inclusive in the processing times, while waiting time is zero here, which ultimately leads to a lower bound or optimal point of a solution. Practically, waiting times are mostly a part of an operating schedule.
Machine utilization is triggered by the portion of time a machine is used in a current pattern of schedule and depends upon the makespan of a machine. Suppose we are having a parts sequence of 1, 2 and 3 in a schedule. For instance, we observe M(3) on which P1 and P3 are processed after being operated on M(1) and M(2) respectively. Both these parts are available on simulation time (t (min)) 4 and 6 to M(3). Hence, M(3) starts at t = 4 for P1 and at t = 6 P3 is loaded, which has a processing time of 5 min, hence, M(3) stops processing both parts at t = 11. M(3) remains idle for 1 min during this Only enough WIP is to be used to ensure that each machine finds a part at its input when a current job finishes on it. Therefore, the bottleneck machine will work at 100% capacity and will not wait for parts. Under the calculated cycle time we minimize WIP, allowing maximum utilization of machine and work at maximum throughput rate. We assume that a sequence of jobs have TT i as a total duration or throughput time (from start to end of point). If TT i is superior to T c , the operating sequence time is longer than cycle time and must be cut into several cycles. This is achieved by introduction of several parts of this sequence: WIP. It is noteworthy to mention that this number has to be at least equal to an integer superior or equal to TT i by T c (see [34] ). The waiting time of a part due to resource conflict makes the operating sequence longer which proportionally increases WIP.
For instance, to illustrate WIP calculation for P3 from Figure 1 , following the sequence mentioned, P(3) has a total processing time of T 3 = 6 + 5 = 11 min, while its waiting time is '0', hence, TT 3 = 6 + 5 + 0 = 11 min with the cycle time of 7 min. For this, we need an integer which is ≥ 11/7 (= 1.57) = 2 parts. Furthermore, for accumulative WIP, summation of WIP for all parts is carried out (See Equation (1) and objective function in Section 4.1). It should also be noted that in the elaborated example, setup and transport times are inclusive in the processing times, while waiting time is zero here, which ultimately leads to a lower bound or optimal point of a solution. Practically, waiting times are mostly a part of an operating schedule.
Machine utilization is triggered by the portion of time a machine is used in a current pattern of schedule and depends upon the makespan of a machine. Suppose we are having a parts sequence of 1, 2 and 3 in a schedule. For instance, we observe M(3) on which P1 and P3 are processed after being operated on M(1) and M(2) respectively. Both these parts are available on simulation time (t (min)) 4
Symmetry 2019, 11, 729 5 of 22 and 6 to M(3). Hence, M(3) starts at t = 4 for P1 and at t = 6 P3 is loaded, which has a processing time of 5 min, hence, M(3) stops processing both parts at t = 11. M(3) remains idle for 1 min during this pattern, that is, t (4, 5) . Now, for calculation, as utilization is the proportion of time a machine cell is engaged in a production activity (1 + 5 = 6 min) to the total run time of machines from start to finish of the schedule (11 − 4 = 7 min): 6/7 = 0.857. Furthermore, underutilization is the portion or fraction in which machine is not utilized, so we can denote it by under-utilization (UU) = 1 − 0.875 = 0.135. Additionally, if average machine under-utilization in a cell is considered, then the acquired summed up UU value for all machines is rationalized by the total number of machines (See Equation (2) and objective function in Section 4.1).
When WIP is kept on minimizing, it induces a starvation phenomenon on machines, and their utilization is affected with the inclusion of idle times. In this work we desired to maximize machine cell utilization with a minimum amount of WIP.
Methodology
Our methodology consists of three sections, namely mathematical modeling, overview of GA, and application of particle swarm algorithm integrated with NEH heuristic, which schedules cellular layout cells of a real time case study undertaken at an automotive industry. A thorough explanation for a 10 × 10 size problem is presented for purposes of understanding.
Mathematical Modeling
There are two objective functions; maximizing machine cell's utilization and doing so with a minimum amount of WIP. We have formulated our objective function to be a minimizing one. For this purpose under-utilization of machine is extracted by subtracting proportion of utilization from "1".
∀ i = 1, , . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , m, where i = i th part, n = last part, j = j th machine, and m = last machine. These are subject to, 
The terms and indices used are as follows:
• AT ij = Arrival time of part "i" on machine "j" • PT ij = Process time of part "i" on machine "j" • t s(ij) = Setup time of part "i" on machine "j"
• ST ij = Start time of part "i" on machine "j" • C ij = Completion time of part "i" on machine "j" • WQ i,j = Waiting time in queue of part "i" on machine "j"
Equation (3) illustrates that at any time one part will be processed by every machine. Equation (4) shows that summation of operation time and setup time for part "i" on machine "j" is always equal to or less than throughput time of that part and machine. Equation (5) stipulates that for a part "i" to start processing on particular machine "j", maximum completion time is to be selected between completion time + traveling time of part "i" from previous machine and completion time of previous part "i-1" that was processed on machine "j". Equation (6) ensures that completion time for same part on machine "j" is always greater than completion time at machine "j-1". Equation (7) depicts that the queue is always generated when completion time of a previous part is greater than arrival time of next part over the same machine. Equation (8) is basically an event to-occur description, that is, denoted by "1". It ensures that part "i" can only arrive at machine "j" when it has finished processing on previous machine. Equation (9) determines the difference between start times of a job at two consecutive machines should be equal or greater than process time of job at pre-machine. Equations (10)-(12) are non-negativity constraints; they can't be less than zero and are restricted to be always positive.
(1) Decision Variable
Scheduling through sequencing of parts to achieve minimization of the objective function is considered. Decision is to be made based on allocation of parts priority on machines in order to achieve optimum objective function value.
(2) Objective Functions
The WIP of i th job is expressed by integer number of the cycle times, essential to complete all operations in order to produce that part. Therefore, WIP of i th job is stated as follows:
with WT ij being waiting time between operation O ij and its successor O ik(i,j) regarding same occurrence of the part. Hence, minimizing WIP i is equivalent to minimizing the sum of all the waiting times between operations of i th job.
Machine utilization of j th machine is expressed by the ratio of total processing time for all parts required on that machine to the total run time of the machine in a pattern schedule. Hence, utilization of machine j (U j ) is termed as follows: with PT ij being the total processing times including setup times of i th part on j th machine and RT j is total machine run time to process all the parts in a schedule pattern. In other words, RT j = max. machine stop time (makespan) -min machine start time. For calculating under-utilization:
where UU j being under-utilization of machine j. The average under-utilization of a machine cell is achieved by dividing with "m" machine: Avg. UU = m j=1 1− U j m . Eventually, the combined objective function is as follow:
) Normalizing Objectives and Weighted Sum Method
A simple approach of weighted sum method taken from multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) is applied to calculate the weights and to normalize the objective functions [35] , to get a better tradeoff between the objectives. By combining the objective function, fitness is achieved, that is 2 a=1 w a έ l , where w a is a constant representing the weight for a-th objective, 2 a=1 w a = 1 and έ l is normalized form of l-th objective that is calculated by (13):
where ε(x), LB and UB are l-th objective function value of solution x, the best and worst known values of the solution for the l-th objective, respectively.
Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithms have proven to be systematic methods for solving search and optimization problems [36] . These algorithms apply the same processes of biological evolution, based on a population, selection, reproduction, and mutation, achieving with them the evolution of the system that leads us to the solution of the problem. The encoding scheme is a representation of a schedule by a string of decision variables, in other words, chromosome. In this algorithm, priority relationship between the jobs is adopted and is the basis for the representation scheme of solution. Chromosome is a priority list K, for instance, {6, 5, 3, 2, 1, 4}, which means that job 6 is entitled to the highest priority. Consuming the schedule generator as mentioned, a final solution is acquired with the priority list. The actual jobs' sequences in various machines are dissimilar in the final associated solution. In each machine, jobs are scheduled dynamically conferring to the decision rule. At each decision period, the starting time of the next processed job is decided and at that point the finish time of that task is the new decision period.
The transition from one generation to another in a genetic algorithm is as follows [37] :
• Evaluation: Determine the aptitude of each individual according to certain criteria or measure, that is, which individuals are the most apt to survive. • Selection: Select the strongest individuals of a generation that must pass to the next generation or must reproduce. In our case, roulette wheel selection scheme [38] was applied.
•
Crossing: Take two individuals to reproduce and cross their genetic information to generate new individuals that will form a new population. Several crossover operators have been proposed for the permutation encoded chromosomes. In the current study, the Similar Block 2-Point Order Crossover (SB2OX) was applied as according to results of [39] , it is an efficient technique for a permutation solution space. The crossover probability considered was for two levels (0.2 and 0.3) • Mutation: Randomly alters the genes of an individual because of errors in the reproduction or deformation of genes. In other words, genetic variability is introduced into the population for diversity enhancement of a population. In addition, early convergence is also avoided to any local optimum. In this study, swap technique was used with two level probabilities, 0.01 and 0.02. • Replacement: Procedure to create a new generation of individuals.
A GA starts from an initial population with individuals generated randomly or from certain rules that achieve greater diversity in the population [40] . Generation after generation the processes listed are executed, until reaching a pre-established generation or the algorithm converges to a solution.
NEPSO in Scheduling
This hybrid algorithm presents combination of two distinct algorithms, namely a constructive heuristic (NEH) and improvement algorithm (PSO) being integrated with discrete simulation. Motivation for integrating both these algorithms is due to a need for a better initial population for the search based algorithm. Normally, initial population is on random basis; we cannot apprehend a better result every time. NEH won't give an optimal sequence of the parts but it certainly gives a better sequence to start up with. A simple methodology of NEPSO is provided in Figure 2 , while Figure 3 gives a detailed step-wise framework for the proposed algorithm. search based algorithm. Normally, initial population is on random basis; we cannot apprehend a better result every time. NEH won't give an optimal sequence of the parts but it certainly gives a better sequence to start up with. A simple methodology of NEPSO is provided in Figure 2 , while Figure 3 gives a detailed step-wise framework for the proposed algorithm. 
PSO Terms to clear:
• Particle: At iteration k, X i th particle in swarm is denoted by X and is represented by number of dimensions as X = x , , … , x , ; x , refers to position value of ith particle w.r.t to dimension j (j = 1,..., n).
•
Population: The group of m particles in swarm at iteration k, i.e. p = X , … , X . • Sequence: S is a sequence of jobs inferred by the particle X . S = s , , … , s , ; s , is the arrangement of job j in domain of the particle i at iteration k w.r.t. j th dimension.
Particle velocity: V is the velocity of i th particle at k th iteration; V = v , , … , v , . • Inertia weight: Parameter used for controlling impact of the previous velocity on the current velocity and denoted by w k . • Personal best: Position values determining best fitness values for i th particle so far until iteration k is known as personal best denoted byPB . Updated for every particle in swarm, such as when fitness (S ) < fitness (S ), personal best is updated else it stays the same.
Global best: Among all particles in the swarm at iteration k, position values with a sequence giving overall best fitness represents global best particle. 
PSO Terms to clear:
• Particle: At iteration k, X k i i th particle in swarm is denoted by X k i and is represented by number of dimensions as X k i = x k i,1 , . . . , x k i,n ; x k i,j refers to position value of ith particle w.r.t to dimension j (j = 1,..., n).
• Population: The group of m particles in swarm at iteration k, i.e. p k = X k 1 , . . . , X k m . • Sequence: S k i is a sequence of jobs inferred by the particle X k i . S k i = s k i,1 , . . . , s k i,n ; s k i,j is the arrangement of job j in domain of the particle i at iteration k w.r.t. j th dimension. • Particle velocity: V k i is the velocity of i th particle at k th iteration;
Inertia weight: Parameter used for controlling impact of the previous velocity on the current velocity and denoted by w k . • Personal best: Position values determining best fitness values for i th particle so far until iteration k is known as personal best denoted by PB k i . Updated for every particle in swarm, such as when fitness (S k i ) < fitness (S k−1 i ), personal best is updated else it stays the same.
•
Initial Seed Solution
Utilization of machines pertains to makespan, while WIP is related to flow time of jobs. In order to optimize both of them, their primary objectives must be minimized. For such purpose, a modified NEH heuristic is used in this work to pursue a better initial seed solution. This modified heuristic gave fine results when tested on benchmark problems. NEH heuristic used was as follows:
1. For each job i, find the total processing time Ti with help of (14) .
2. Sort the n jobs in descending order of their total processing times. 3. Take the first four jobs from the sorted list and form 4! = 24 partial sequences. The best k out of these 24 partial sequences is selected for further processing. The relative positions of jobs in any partial sequence are not altered in any later (larger) sequence. 4. Let x be the position numbers. Set x = 5, because we are already filled with 4 positions, that is, jobs. 5. The next job on the sorted list is inserted at each of the x positions in each of the k (x−1)-job partial sequences, resulting in x × k x-job partial sequences.
k=
Apply SPV to find sequence for . 
1.
For each job i, find the total processing time T i with help of (14) .
2. Sort the n jobs in descending order of their total processing times.
3.
Take the first four jobs from the sorted list and form 4! = 24 partial sequences. The best k out of these 24 partial sequences is selected for further processing. The relative positions of jobs in any partial sequence are not altered in any later (larger) sequence.
4.
Let x be the position numbers. Set x = 5, because we are already filled with 4 positions, that is, jobs.
5.
The next job on the sorted list is inserted at each of the x positions in each of the k (x−1)-job partial sequences, resulting in x × k x-job partial sequences. 6.
The best k out of the x × k sequences is selected for further processing. Here we distinguish and find out two sequences, that is, kth sequence with minimum total flow time and kth sequence with minimum makespan. 7. Increment x by 1.
8.
If x > n, accept the best of the k n-job sequences as the final solution and stop. 9.
Otherwise go to step 7.
Two different sequences are obtained from the heuristic, one with minimum makespan and the other with flow time. In order to complete an initial population size matrix, perturbation/mutation schemes are applied to the acquired sequences in order to generate sequences with inherited good characteristics.
(4) Steps of Hybrid NEPSO i.
Determine the initial solution with the aid of proposed heuristic. ii.
Set iteration k=0 and number of particles-each job represent a dimension. Set values of cognitive and social co-efficient C 1 , C 2 [18] . iii.
Linking to the initial solution, generate position values according to SPV rule for m particles in
. , x 0 in and n is last job's dimension. iv.
Generate initial velocities for the particles in random manner with help of Equation (15),
where Rn(0,1) is random number in between 0 and 1, V 0 vi. Set these function values to be personal best for each particle in the swarm at first iteration. vii.
Select minimum of the personal best values and set it as global best. viii.
In next step, update velocity for the particles, keeping track of previous personal best value of the particle and global best of the swarm; this helps in convergence to achieve good fitness values. ix.
Updated velocities change the particles position and new sequence is developed and evaluated. x.
Apply smallest position value (SPV) rule on the positions of generated particles, thus, determining its sequence. SPV rule gives the job its sequential number according to its dimensions adjusted by arranging particle position values in ascending order. S k i = s k i,1 , . . . , s k i,n , where s k i,j is the assignment of job j of the particle i in the processing order at iteration k with respect to the jth dimension. xi.
Evaluate function values; if the achieved are minimum than previous, their particle positions are updated in library of personal and global best positions. xii.
If stopping criteria is met, stop the iteration.
Otherwise, move on towards next iteration and repeat the steps viii-xi. Furthermore, a flow-chart view is provided in Figure 4 (Standard PSO) and Figure 5 (Proposed NEPSO) for the ease in understanding of both the procedures, similarities, and differences. 
5) Solution Representation
Solution representation is an important issue in designing PSO algorithm. For constructing a direct relationship among particles and problem domain of a flow shop problem, n number of dimensions are used for n number of jobs (j= 1… n); each dimension depicts a job.
Every particle has continuous set of position values (PVs) that must be converted into discrete values for permutation purpose; hence, smallest position value (SPV) is applied. SPV phenomenon arranges jobs in ascending order of their PVs' and determines its sequence. Solution representation framework for particle X is illustrated with its velocity and corresponding sequence in Table 1 
Every particle has continuous set of position values (PVs) that must be converted into discrete values for permutation purpose; hence, smallest position value (SPV) is applied. SPV phenomenon arranges jobs in ascending order of their PVs' and determines its sequence. Solution representation framework for particle X is illustrated with its velocity and corresponding sequence in Table 1 . It is evident from table that smallest position value among all is x , = 1.476, which relocates j = 6, giving it first value in the sequence and simultaneously other dimensions are arranged. Figure 5 . Proposed algorithm.
(5) Solution Representation
Solution representation is an important issue in designing PSO algorithm. For constructing a direct relationship among particles and problem domain of a flow shop problem, n number of dimensions are used for n number of jobs (j = 1 . . . n); each dimension depicts a job.
Every particle has continuous set of position values (PVs) that must be converted into discrete values for permutation purpose; hence, smallest position value (SPV) is applied. SPV phenomenon arranges jobs in ascending order of their PVs' and determines its sequence. Solution representation framework for particle X k i is illustrated with its velocity and corresponding sequence in Table 1 . It is evident from table that smallest position value among all is x 0 1,6 = 1.476, which relocates j = 6, giving it first value in the sequence and simultaneously other dimensions are arranged. Local search is integrated with NEPSO in order to obtain better results. Standard PSO lacks local search and sometimes easily sticks in local optima. In local search, swapping of parts is carried out randomly in order to get better results. If a better sequence is found, it violates the SPV rules and needs a repair scheme. This approach is demonstrated in Table 2 . Local search applied to sequence before repair, where job s k i,3 = 1 is interchanged with s k i,4 = 3. As seen in Table 2 , the SPV rule is violated by applying local search to the sequence, because the sequence is a result of the particle's position value itself. Once local search is completed in iteration, the particle must be repaired so the SPV rule is not violated. This is obtained by changing position values according to the SPV rule as shown in table. To further elaborate, interchange the position values of the jobs exchanged with respect to their dimensions. Since, s k i,3 and s k i,4 are interchanged, their associated position values x k i,3 = 5.44 and x k i,4 = 8.91 are interchanged to keep particle consistent with SPV rule, as evident in Table 3 . Performance of the local search algorithm relies on the choice of neighborhood structure. For a flow line cell, the following two neighborhood structures are employed as in [19, 24] :
•
Interchange the two jobs between y th and z th dimension, y z (interchange).
Remove the job at the y th dimension and then insert in z th dimension, y z (insert).
The methodology of local search in this work is based on insert accompanied by interchange variant of variable neighborhood search (VNS), presented in [26] .
Case Problems
In this work, a case study has been considered and the developed model with proposed algorithm is applied to it. The case study is related to the automobile industry, having various sized cellular layouts, which produces various spare parts of automobile. For purposes of understanding, a flow line cell sized 10 × 10 (ten parts, ten machines) was selected and application of the proposed algorithm was briefly discussed. Results comprising 14 other cells with different sizes are discussed in the next section. The layout of 10 × 10 machine cell is shown in Figure 6 , where M1 represents machine one and so on. The flow of part in the cell is shown from start to end point. Performance of the local search algorithm relies on the choice of neighborhood structure. For a flow line cell, the following two neighborhood structures are employed as in [19, 24] :
• Interchange the two jobs between y th and z th dimension, y ≠ z (interchange).
• Remove the job at the y th dimension and then insert in z th dimension, y ≠ z (insert).
In this work, a case study has been considered and the developed model with proposed algorithm is applied to it. The case study is related to the automobile industry, having various sized cellular layouts, which produces various spare parts of automobile. For purposes of understanding, a flow line cell sized 10 × 10 (ten parts, ten machines) was selected and application of the proposed algorithm was briefly discussed. Results comprising 14 other cells with different sizes are discussed in the next section. The layout of 10 × 10 machine cell is shown in Figure 6 , where M1 represents machine one and so on. The flow of part in the cell is shown from start to end point.
Data for parts processing and setup times on each machine is shown in Table 4 . Processing times were small due to mostly automated/small operations. Missing operations are denoted with '0' in the tables. Because it is a flow line cell, parts having missing operations also possess transportation time between machines. Figure 6 . Flow line cell.
Data for parts processing and setup times on each machine is shown in Table 4 . Processing times were small due to mostly automated/small operations. Missing operations are denoted with '0' in the tables. Because it is a flow line cell, parts having missing operations also possess transportation time between machines. 
Application of NEPSO on Case Study
PSO is one of the most effective optimization tools regarding scheduling [41] . NEH is used to obtain an initial seed solution with respect to both objective functions. A sample of an initial seed solution is shown in Table 5 . The first and sixth particle represents sequences with minimum flowtime and makespan respectively, whilst other particles are obtained by perturbation schemes as discussed before. The italic form shows the parts being altered with respect to position. The parameters set to run the algorithm are shown in Table 6 . Parameter settings are taken from the study of parametric optimization of inertia weights, constriction factor, and velocities involved in the algorithm to enhance its search capabilities in the search space [18, [42] [43] [44] . These studies have a strong relevancy with the current study because of the nature of the problem (combinatorial optimization in flow line shops). These authors have solved it on a multi objective problem, solving makespan and flow time, and the parameter space is a discrete one with the algorithm adapted to operate in it. The initial particles are assigned position values following smallest position value technique and their velocities are generated randomly by Equation (15) . All steps further from this point are the same as standard PSO. In order to avoid trapping in local optima, local search is applied on global best value after first iteration with rate of 30% of initial population. In total, three runs were performed for each set of 50 generations and average values were taken to observe the trend. The behavior of the algorithm to optimize the function values from start onwards is substantial, and it improves the objective values. Convergence rate is higher at the start and it steadies and declines as the iterations proceed. Figure 7 shows convergence of a particle achieved from subsequent iteration while average function values of the swarm are minimized. Basically, a trend of convergence for the 10 particles is shown in which objective function is minimized from a range of 60 to 45 in only four iterations. Figure 8 presents the overall minimization of an objective function value. In next section, the proposed algorithm was applied on various cell sizes and their results were compared with other algorithms such as earliest due date (EDD), NEH, GA, and PSO to check its robustness. Currently, EDD was practiced in the cellular setups which resulted in high WIP and under-utilization.
Comparison and Model Analysis:
The performance of the proposed NEPSO is examined by solving through an ILG IBM CPLEX optimizer. The key parameters selection are used as presented by Cui et al. [45] . The comparison analysis are conducted for the all problem sets. A few of them are given in the Table 7 to show the validation and performance of proposed algorithm. In next section, the proposed algorithm was applied on various cell sizes and their results were compared with other algorithms such as earliest due date (EDD), NEH, GA, and PSO to check its robustness. Currently, EDD was practiced in the cellular setups which resulted in high WIP and under-utilization.
The performance of the proposed NEPSO is examined by solving through an ILG IBM CPLEX optimizer. The key parameters selection are used as presented by Cui et al. [45] . The comparison analysis are conducted for the all problem sets. A few of them are given in the In next section, the proposed algorithm was applied on various cell sizes and their results were compared with other algorithms such as earliest due date (EDD), NEH, GA, and PSO to check its robustness. Currently, EDD was practiced in the cellular setups which resulted in high WIP and under-utilization.
Comparison and Model Analysis
The performance of the proposed NEPSO is examined by solving through an ILG IBM CPLEX optimizer. The key parameters selection are used as presented by Cui et al. [45] . The comparison analysis are conducted for the all problem sets. A few of them are given in the Table 7 to show the validation and performance of proposed algorithm. Percentage gap is used to identify the quality of solution which is calculated using Equation (16) .
Percentage Gap = Obtained Value − Best Value Obtained Value (16) In Table 8 , percentage gap for objective values and computation time are zero, indicating that the proposed NEPSO algorithm achieved best optimal value against the CPLEX optimizer. Therefore, the proposed NEPSO outperformed for the current problem sets. 
Results
The results for the different problem sizes are shown in Table 9 . The table depicts the result of normalized values of WIP, under-utilization of machines, and combined objective function (C.O.F) values for the algorithms: EDD, PSO, NEH, GA and NEPSO. As mentioned before, the cellular setup was operated under EDD, and a significant amount of improvement was observed after implementation of NEPSO. On average, about 22% improvement was observed cumulatively across all cells. Furthermore, graphs in Figures 9-11 illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in comparison to others. For example, for the 5 × 8 problem, the normalized value for WIP for EDD was 12 while for NEH and PSO it was 8 for each. The NEPSO algorithm gave the optimized value with a WIP value of 7. Same is the case with normalized values of machine under-utilization for EDD, NEH, GA, PSO and NEPSO where the values were 28.3, 27.3, 25.2, 25.3 and 24.3, respectively. In most of the cases, the NEPSO gave the optimized results for both WIP and machine under-utilization, but in rare case the PSO algorithm showed improved machine under-utilization and reduced WIP values than the NEPSO algorithm. However, in case of combined (sum) value of machine utilization and WIP, NEPSO presented optimized results. For instance, in the 12x11 problem, the normalized values for machine under-utilization were 31, 28.3, 24.5, 24.5 and 26.5 for EDD, NEH, GA, PSO and NEPSO algorithms, respectively. It predicted improved machine under-utilization results for the GA and PSO algorithms over NEPSO, however, when combined results of both WIP and machine under-utilization are considered, the value for PSO was 58.5 while for NEPSO was 53.5. In the current research, 13 out of 14 instances were dominated by the proposed algorithm, indicating significant improvement over the standard PSO.
Conclusions
The results show improved objective function values for most of the normalized WIP and machine under-utilization, and for all the C.O.F values with NEPSO. In few cases, the individual results of WIP and machine under-utilization gave an optimized result with the GA and PSO algorithms rather than NEPSO algorithm, but as a whole the combined objective function value for the NEPSO algorithm outclassed the others discussed. In the 12 × 11 problem, the PSO algorithm gave a more optimized result than NEPSO for a specific objective function but overall the combined objective function of the NEPSO algorithm presented an upper hand. The decision is ultimately left with the management and their preference; if they are interested in optimized result of only WIP then for that specific 12 × 11 problem PSO algorithm may be used.
